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EOPP
What is EOPP?
Energy Output Performance Protect - with the help of this innovative insurance
product a provider can insure the output performance warranty given to its
customers.

Who is the target group of EOPP?
EOPP targets all energy service providers that oﬀer an output performance
guarantee to their customers. Example: “If you implement our CHP plant, we
guarantee that it runs 8,200 hours per year producing an output of 1.2 Mio. KWh!”
 (Performance-) Contractors
 Planning Oﬃces
 Innovators
 Manufacturers

Examples of insurable projects
 CHP plants

 Energy from Waste

 Wood Incineration Plants

 Energy Contracting Projects

 Energy Processing Plants
with multiple components

www.klimaprotect.de

Energy Output Performance Protect
What are the beneﬁts of EOPP?
EOPP creates trust between providers of (innovative) energy production and
their customers - thus promoting the rapid implementation of projects, while
providing numerous beneﬁts for the parties involved.
 Conﬁdence on the customer side.
 Increasing the willingness to invest on the customer side.
This leads to more sales and a faster implementation process.
 Investment security.
 Value of Warranty: The customer can be sure that a renowned
insurer, in case of loss, will still be able to pay in a few years.
 By insuring the guarantee the provider does not need to make
provisions.
 Diﬀerentiation from competitors.

Output performance analysis
The basis of each EOPP insurance is an output performance analysis. This is an
intensive examination of the provider and the project. During this examination
technical components, implementation and calculation methods, and already
successfully implemented projects are veriﬁed.
In the process of the output performance analysis the provider, KlimaProtect, the
insurer, the reinsurer, and external experts work closely together.
At the end of a successful output performance analysis, it is clear to what extent
and to what conditions a project can be insured.

EOPP
Are there diﬀerent kinds of protection by EOPP?
 Project related coverage
An individual coverage solution is suitable for larger projects with high
degree of customization and a corresponding volume of savings.
 Frame contract
A general agreement is always the best solution, if a provider oﬀers a number
of similar projects. If a similarity of the diﬀerent projects is observed during
the analysis, the insurer and provider can make a general agreement on
insuring future projects without a reexamination.

Example
EnergiePerformance – Customer’s trust through Output Performance
Guarantee
EnergiePerformance is a medium-sized engineering company, which is primarily
focusing on the design of alternative power generation systems on renewable
resources. In addition to planning EnergiePerformance can take over the
responsibilities of a general contractor. A prospective customer of EnergiePerformance wants to assign them to plan, implement, and operate a plant for
thermal utilization of wood.
The revenue generated by the plant is expected to be approximately 1.5 Million
Euros. For ﬁnancing the client requires extensive guarantees with regard to the
overall economy of the future system. Due to the balance sheet size the ﬁnancing
institution does not recognize any corporate guarantees of EnergiePerformance.
For this reason EnergiePerformance contacted KlimaProtect to derive an
insurance for the overall economy of the project. An insurance concept for the
“Output performance guarantee” of the project was developed. Finally, 94 % of
the calculated performance was insured over a period of ﬁve years.
The project was ﬁnancially viable due to the insured performance guarantee.
As a consequence EnergiePerformance received the contract and ﬁve similar
projects from the client. On the basis of the general agreement (frame contract)
these projects were insured, too - without an additional analysis.
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